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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Thomas W. Leeming.  My business address is Two Lincoln Centre, 4 

Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181 5 

Q. Are you the same Thomas W. Leeming who submitted testimony in this docket? 6 

A. Yes. I previously submitted direct testimony in this docket. My background, professional 7 

qualifications, duties, and responsibilities are unchanged. 8 

B. Purpose of Testimony 9 

Q. What are the purposes of your rebuttal testimony? 10 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to address the direct testimony of Staff witnesses Richard 11 

J. Zuraski (Staff Exhibit (“Ex.”) 1.0).  In particular, I address Mr. Zuraski’s cost / benefit 12 

analysis regarding the Grand Prairie Gateway Transmission Line Project (“GPG Project” 13 

or the “Project”).   14 

C. Summary of Conclusions 15 

Q. What are the conclusions in your rebuttal testimony? 16 

A. I conclude that the GPG Project should be built with consideration given to future 17 

expansion by constructing the line using double-circuit capable poles between Byron and 18 

the future Charter Grove Substations and with triple-circuit capable poles between the 19 

future Charter Grove and Wayne Substations. 20 
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D. Itemized Attachments to Rebuttal Testimony 21 

Q. Are you sponsoring any attachments to you testimony? 22 

A. Yes.  Attached to my testimony is ComEd Ex. 15.01, which is a map of the ComEd 23 

transmission system in Northern Illinois and ComEd Ex. 15.02 which is a one-line 24 

diagram. 25 

II. COMED TRANSMISSION PLANNING AND THE GPG PROJECT 26 

Q. Staff witness Mr. Zuraski concludes that the GPG Project is not cost effective, in 27 

other words, the benefits are unlikely to outweigh its costs.  Staff Ex. 1.0, 30:608-28 

31:623.  Do you agree?   29 

A. No.  The Project cannot be viewed in a vacuum.  In addition to remedying the deficiency 30 

in the transmission system in Commonwealth Edison Company’s (“ComEd”) area 31 

identified by PJM Interconnection L.L.C. (“PJM”), the Project, through the construction 32 

of double-circuit capable and triple-circuit capable poles, will also address future 33 

transmission needs. 34 

Q. In addition to meeting the ARR sufficiency requirements identified in the PJM 35 

planning process, what is the importance of the GPG Project from a transmission 36 

planning perspective? 37 

A. The GPG Project Right-Of-Way (“ROW”) is centrally located in the ComEd service 38 

territory (See ComEd Ex. 15.01).  Because it is located in the middle of ComEd’s 39 

transmission system, it is sensitive to many changes that occur on the system.  As such, 40 

the Project is critical for future expansion and will connect the west to the east 41 

transmission system in this initial phase as well as provide a corridor for future south to 42 
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north transmission.  In building the GPG Project as currently proposed, ComEd is also 43 

planning for these future needs now to ensure that the needs of the system are met.  44 

Ultimately, if we construct with these future needs in mind, the Project will be the least 45 

cost option with the least intrusion to customers both now and in the future.   46 

Q. Are there any factors that should be considered in determining to proceed with the 47 

Project as required for the future? 48 

A. Yes.  If the Project is built with only single-circuit poles, our ability to meet future needs 49 

will be hamstrung.  Once this line is in-service, it will be nearly impossible that it could 50 

be taken back out-of-service in the future for an extended period of time (months) to 51 

support a tear down and replacement effort to accommodate new circuits.  An extended 52 

outage would certainly result in reliability-related issues.  Another item to consider is 53 

that, as we expand the system in this area, there will be a need to retain a dual line 138 54 

kilovolt (“kV”) source to the South Elgin substation. 55 

Q. What is ComEd’s future transmission planning for the Project area? 56 

A. The right-of-way between the Byron and future Charter Grove substations is intended to 57 

accommodate four 345kV circuits.  The Charter Grove substation is planned to initially 58 

include two 300 MVA 345 kV – 138 kV autotransformers connected to four 345 kV lines 59 

and three 138kV lines.  The plan for the portion of the right of way between the Charter 60 

Grove and Wayne substations is four 345kV circuits and two 138kV circuits.  ComEd 61 

will seek approval from the Illinois Commerce Commission when the time comes to add 62 

these additional lines. 63 

Q. Why will additional circuits be required on this right-of-way? 64 
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A. The main drivers of new circuits include both load growth and changing generation 65 

patterns in the form of additional renewables to the west and potential retirements to the 66 

east.  The ComEd zone has experienced a significant number of wind generator 67 

interconnections in the western zone.  Currently, to the west there is approximately 820 68 

megawatts (“MW”) of installed wind with another 1,100 MW that are active in the PJM 69 

generator interconnection queue.  Iowa currently has over 5,100 MW of wind generation 70 

installed, and another 1,055 MW under construction.  In addition, there are thousands of 71 

MW of Iowa wind projects proposed in the MISO
1
 interconnection queue that are under 72 

review.  Further, the eastern portion of the ComEd zone has experienced a number of 73 

generator retirements.  These include the following generators: Waukegan Unit 6, Will 74 

County Units 1 and 2, Fisk Unit 19, Crawford Units 7 and 8, and State Line Units 3 and 4 75 

for a total loss of generation of over 1,700 MW since 2007.  These changing generation 76 

patterns have resulted in increased flows on our west to east transmission paths.  This 77 

phenomenon is expected to continue and will further increase flows across ComEd and 78 

driving the need for additional circuits to the east.  This right-of-way is the most effective 79 

location to build those circuits.   80 

Q. When are the next circuits that are expected to be needed in this ROW? 81 

A. In the most likely scenario (refer to ComEd Ex. 15.02), as the load continues to grow in 82 

the ComEd service territory as projected, there will be a need for new bulk power supply 83 

in the form of two 345kV circuits from the south that will extend into the Wayne 84 

substation via the new Charter Grove substation using the GPG Project right-of-way.  85 

                                                           
1
 MISO is the regional transmission organization in which Iowa is included.   
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This could occur as early as seven years after the Project is energized.  If we build the 86 

GPG Project using single-circuit poles now (the cost of which is addressed by ComEd 87 

witness Neil F. Kaup, ComEd Ex. 16.0), then we would need to acquire an additional 85 88 

feet of right-of-way across private land.  89 

Q. Apart from not having the land, what additional construction and operational steps 90 

would be necessary if the GPG Project must be built on single-circuit poles? 91 

A. Performing this expansion only seven years after installing single-circuit poles with the 92 

GPG Project would be both inefficient and problematic, resulting in far more work and 93 

cost.  Both the existing double-circuit 138kV towerline between the South Elgin and 94 

Wayne substations as well as the single-circuit towerline between the Charter Grove and 95 

Wayne substations built only seven years prior for the GPG Project would need to be 96 

replaced with two triple-circuit towerlines in order to accommodate the two new 345kV 97 

circuits without causing extended outages to the existing 138kV (supplying South Elgin) 98 

and 345kV (GPG Project) circuits.  This would require developing the Charter Grove 99 

substation site with two 300 MVA autotransformers and extending two new 138kV 100 

circuits from the Charter Grove substation to the South Elgin substation.   101 

Q. If the transmission line is constructed as proposed, what work would ComEd need 102 

to complete to add the additional circuits? 103 

A. If we build the GPG Project using double-circuit and triple-circuit poles as proposed, the 104 

work required to build two new 345 kV circuits to bring new bulk power supply from the 105 

south to the Charter Grove substation to the Wayne substation reduces significantly.  We 106 

would need to acquire an additional 75 feet instead of 85 feet of right-of-way across 107 
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private land.  The existing double-circuit 138kV tower line between South Elgin and 108 

Wayne substations would still need to be replaced with triple-circuit towerlines, but we 109 

could string the existing 138kV circuits on the triple-circuit towerline built for the GPG 110 

Project to provide continued supply to the South Elgin substation, instead of having to 111 

build the new Charter Grove substation.  Between the Charter Grove and South Elgin 112 

substations, a new triple-circuit towerline will be needed to accommodate three 345kV 113 

circuits in this corridor.    114 

Q. Will there be more transmission needed in this corridor? 115 

A. Yes.  The next likely requirement for expansion would be driven by the need to supply an 116 

alternate source for the customers fed from the South Elgin substation.  If the South Elgin 117 

substation is not supplied with an alternate source in the future, the number of customers 118 

that would be without service if the supply to that substation were interrupted exceeds 119 

30,000, which we strive to avoid and which would put ComEd at a risk of liability that 120 

we cannot prudently accept
2
.  This would be accomplished by developing the future 121 

Charter Grove substation and adding two new additional 138kV lines from the Charter 122 

Grove substation to the South Elgin substation.  If we build the GPG Project using single-123 

circuit poles, the new 138kV lines from the Charter Grove substation to the South Elgin 124 

substation will have been built in the previous step, and its cost incurred earlier as part of 125 

the two 345kV circuits installation from the south to the Charter Grove substation to the 126 

Wayne substation.   127 

                                                           
2
 See Section 16-125 of the Public Utilities Act. 
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If we build the Grand Prairie Gateway project using double-circuit and triple-128 

circuit poles as proposed, the Charter Grove substation would be built, and its cost 129 

incurred at this time, and the new 138 kV circuits between the Charter Grove and South 130 

Elgin substations could be strung on the existing triple-circuit towerlines that would 131 

already be built, so no additional transmission towers would need to be built or replaced 132 

at this point. 133 

Q. What transmission expansion would ComEd need to take to address the additional 134 

renewable generation to the west? 135 

A. A second 345kV circuit could be required to support additional renewable generation to 136 

the west.  The timing of the second 345kV circuit depends on the landscape of other 137 

generation in the zone including additional retirements both in ComEd and elsewhere to 138 

the east.  Both of these factors will drive an increased demand on our west to east circuits 139 

creating a need for additional line(s) from Byron substation to the (future) Charter Grove 140 

substation and Wayne substations.  Economic drivers, such as Auction Revenue Rights 141 

and market efficiency, could also drive future circuits as they did with the Grand Prairie 142 

Gateway project.  If ComEd builds the GPG Project using single-circuit poles, the 143 

existing single-circuit and double-circuit structures between the (future) Charter Grove, 144 

South Elgin, and Wayne substations will likely have already been replaced, so the new 145 

345 kV circuit can be strung on existing structures.  However, between the Byron and 146 

Charter Grove substations, a new double-circuit structure with an additional 80 feet of 147 

right-of-way across private land will be needed to string a second 345kV circuit between 148 

the Byron and Wayne substations and to avoid extended 345kV outages.  If we build the 149 
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GPG project using double-circuit and triple-circuit poles as proposed, the new 345kV 150 

circuit can be strung on existing towerlines the entire way between the Byron and Wayne 151 

substations. 152 

Q. In summary, what are the advantages if the transmission line is constructed with 153 

double-circuit and triple-circuit poles as proposed? 154 

A. The advantages, which are significant, are (1) ComEd would not have to tear down an 155 

existing single circuit structure only seven years after it is first built; and (2) ComEd 156 

would not have to develop the Charter Grover substation and incur its cost earlier than 157 

needed. (3) ComEd would not have to construct additional poles between the Byron and 158 

the future Charter Grove substations to support the next 345kV line in this area. 159 

III. MAINTNEANCE BENEFITS OF THE GPG PROJECT 160 

Q. In his cost benefit analysis, Mr. Zuraski assumed annual maintenance costs of 1.0% 161 

of the Projects capital expenditure.  Staff Ex. 1.0, 25:531-532.  Is this appropriate? 162 

A. No.  While the GPG Project will require its own maintenance, as I testified, there will be 163 

material benefits to the costs and reduced difficulties of removing the existing 164 

transmission equipment.  Those benefits will include operational efficiencies (e.g., when 165 

we can maintain) as well as cost efficiencies (reduced overtime).  Unlike a line without 166 

such offsetting benefits, there is no basis here for assuming that the GPG Project will 167 

increase overall maintenance expenses and certainly no basis for assuming that it will 168 

increase maintenance costs by an average amount. 169 

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony? 170 

A. Yes.  171 


